Butler Chain of Lakes Advisory Board (BCLAB)
Windermere Water and Navigation Control District
Special Meeting
Conservation Area between Lake Butler & Cypress
Wednesday, May 7, 2014, 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM
Orange County Environmental Protection Office
800 Mercy Drive, Suite 4, Orlando, Florida 32808
Board Members Present: Cheryl Miller (Chair) and Ann Connolly
Board Members Absent: Jason Fulmer (Vice Chairperson), Robert Binkley and Ijaz Ahmed
County Attendees:
Guests:

Elizabeth Johnson, Neal Thomas and Sergio Duarte, Orange County
Environmental Protection Division (EPD)

Bill Graf, South Florida Water Management District; Carl (C.J.) Greene, Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission; Jim Fox, Harris, Hooker, Huber LLC (Water
Stone); Don Danos, Leland Management; Jay Baker Bio-Tech Consulting, Inc; Lucy
Cogswell, Butler Chain Conservation Association; Lori Bradford and Thellie Roper,
Advocates for the Butler Chain.

I. Call to Order:
No quorum was achieved for the special BCLAB meeting. Meeting started at 1:30 p.m.
II. Public Comment on Propositions Before the Advisory Board: None
III. Topics for Discussion
A.

Questions and Answers on the Waterstone Conservation Area between Lake Butler and
Cypress:

1. Clarification of Sovereign Submerged Land (SSL) on Lots 12 - 16:
Lori Bradford stated that the State already confirmed that the wetlands at lots#13,14,15 and16 are not
designated SSL, with the exemption of a portion of Lot #12 that has a wetland that touches Lake Butler.
Bill Graf stated that Florida Dept. of Environmental Protection (FDEP) will be the only organization
with authority to make SSL determinations (state ownership); and that the SFWMD follows the state
SSL determinations for the wetland permit process
2. Why doesn’t plat list dock restrictions on 3 interior wetland frontage lots but does on others
wetland frontage lots on Lake Cypress?
a. SFWMD - Boardwalks only clarification, no dock:
Lori Bradford stated that there is no agreement between the dock restrictions listed for lots# 14, 15 and
13 in the Waterstone‘s covenants and restrictions and the Waterstone‘s plat; and added that lot #20 at
Lake Cypress, that appear with no dock restrictions in the plat by mistake.
Mrs. Bradford stated that lot #13 is listed in the plat as a dock-able, lakefront parcel, when in reality it
has a narrow 5 -10 feet access corridor to Lake Butler. Jim Fox stated that lot #13 cannot meet the dock
setback restrictions and that an access easement from lot #12 would need to be provided. Jim Fox
stated that “Harris, Hooker, Huber LLC” will investigate if lot #13 is do-able or not.
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b. Restriction - No conservation area impact/wetland impact permits & no LSP permits:
Discussion ensued about the no clearing / no corridor access allowed in conservation areas or
conservation easements. Mrs. Bradford stated that her own waterfront permit states that no access
corridors are allowed within a conservation easements or area. Liz Johnson stated that there is a
difference between Conservation Easement (CE) and Conservation Area (CA). Mrs. Johnson stated that
the CE is at the moment in favor of the SFWMD that would regulate what type of access will be
allowed. Bill Graf stated that he is at the moment not aware of the language in the CE but that he
believes that egress/ingress is allowed.
Jim Fox stated that the lake access for each lot will be clarified prior to each lot being sold and that the
property owners will buy a lot with a dock permit in place, if the dock is permit able.
c. Clarify FWC BIPM permits not allowable – wetland frontage lots:
Carl (C.J.) Greene stated that pertaining to FWC’s permitting of the Waterstone’s wetland:
 FWC would work case by case and would need to receive an application from a homeowner
requesting vegetation removal to access Lake Butler prior to making a determination as to
whether or not FWC would issue a permit.
 In order for FWC to make a determination, the applicant would be required to perform their due
diligence and inform this agency as to whether or not the area they are seeking to access is within
sovereign submerged lands. If the wetland is considered to be SSL it may also be connected
hydrological to Lake Butler and thus it would be considered an Outstanding Florida Waters. As
such, FWC would be one of the agencies responsible for permitting vegetation removal so the
permittee could gain access to Lake Butler.
 If the area is not a SSL then the homeowner would have to provide this agency with
documentation as to whether or not it falls under a conservation easement. If the wetland is
considered a Conservation easement FWC would not issue a permit that is in conflict with the
language of the conservation easement.
3. Unsubstantiated claim on SFWMD staff report regarding cypress logging in wetland. Requested
Action: SFWMD Amend Staff Report - remove false claim:
Bill Graf stated that the comment on the “cypress logging” was included in the SFWMD staff report
during the permit application process. Mr. Graf stated that cypress logging was a common practice
around the lakes in Florida. Lori Bradford stated that she is concerned that the staff report for the
Waterstone’s Development has an inaccurate claim that there is evidence of historic disturbed areas
from cypress logging. Discussion ensued. Bill Graf stated that cypress logging cannot be confirmed or
denied at the time when Florida became a state in 1845, and that the comment made does not create any
rights. Lori Bradford requested that the language be corrected in the Waterstone permit.
4. SFWMD CE - Portion is recorded over SSL, needs to be corrected – contains language similar to
what transpired at Keene’s Pointe. Clarify NO navigable areas in CE in wetland Boundary
survey with SFWMD – reflects OHW line; State clarified NOT SSL - interior 3 lots:
Discussion ensued about the presence of navigable areas in CE in wetland. Sergio Duarte stated that
there is a land barrier on lot#16 at Lake Cypress, which resulted from what appears to be an old road
connecting the Waterstone with Mr. Phillips parcel. Mr. Duarte stated that the LIDAR survey with a
one- foot contours is limited in the CE in wetland, and that so far it appears that the wetland between
Lake Cypress and Butler is very shallow.
Discussion ensued over the need to have the wetland CE overlay with the SSL designated by FDEP.
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5. Land area adjacent to Sandy Shores canal, separates canal from wetland, in close proximity to
active dredging permit with SFWMD. Monitor for no connection of wetland lots to canal. Area in
adjacent wetland being maintained free of vegetation, why?
Neal Thomas clarified that the open waters inside the Waterstone wetland are the result of deeper areas
and that not clearings have taken place in this area. Discussion ensued on the Sandy Shores canal. Bill
Graf stated that Waterstone - SFWMD canal cleaning permit is still active. Jim Fox (from Harris,
Hooker, Huber LLC) stated that all the lots along the Sandy Shores Canal were already sold, and that
the Waterstone HOA lacks common areas along the canal.
6. Aerial monitoring support from SFWMD:
Cheryl Miller stated that aerial monitoring of the wetland was requested from SFWMD. Bill Graf
stated that the aerial monitoring is already scheduled for the wetland area between Lake Butler and
Cypress, and regular flyovers are routine.
7. Any permit requests for any of the 5 lots? Request notification from OCEPD, SFWMD, FWC:
Liz Johnson stated that Orange County EPD has an electronic notification process and that the county’s
web page gives details on the permit applications received. Carl (C.J.) Greene stated that anybody can
register as an online user of the FWC web site and view permit applications. Bill Graf stated that new
permit applications for the Waterstone can be tracked in the SFWMD web page using as the main link,
the Waterstone permit #0700306-14.
8.Updates any EPD and SFWMD permits, enforcement actions. Evidence of minor clearing, cattails
being jetted up by roots submitted by Mrs. Bradford:
Neal Thomas stated that all the CE activities have been permitted, with some issues on compliance with
turbidity control by the dock builders and planting requirements. I Lori Bradford stated that she is
concerned that the mitigation part of Waterstone's SFWMD permit that required the wetland between
Lake Cypress and Lake Butler be enhanced is not in compliance. Mr. Bradford stated that she reviewed
the 4 annual summary monitoring reports and saw that it never has been fully in compliance, nuisance
below 10% and exotics not to exceed 2%. Jim Fox stated that the Bio-tech is already handling the noncompliance issues in the wetland.
B. Code Enforcement and Permit Updates within WWNCD:
1.Non-compliance issue with invasive melaleuca trees at the wetland at the Waterstone Community
Association:
Mr. Duarte stated that according to the 2013 aerial pictures, the invasive melaleuca trees coverage is
advancing and appears to be exceeding 30 - 40% of the total Waterstone’s wetland. Mr. Duarte stated
that the concern with the melaleuca trees at the Waterstone wetland has to do with the melaleuca trees
being extremely flammable and the continuous release of melaleuca trees seeds into the Butler Chain
of Lakes via the Sandy Shores Canal.
Jim Fox stated that Bio-Tech will look into the issues of the melaleuca trees taking over the
Waterstone wetland.
IV. Non Agenda Items: none
V. Meeting Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 3:05 p.m.

